
Large clinical trials demand deep experience managing complex organizational requirements to synchronize 
many moving parts. We can help. As your mega-trials partner, we offer global reach, proven scientific 
knowledge and extensive operational experience to help you achieve your goals.  

In the past five years, Labcorp Drug Development has successfully conducted 14 global mega-trials involving 
cardiovascular outcomes. We leverage experience gained from more than 250 prior protocols to deliver 
quality endpoint and adjudication processing.

With streamlined data processing and sophisticated dashboards, you can quickly assess ongoing trial 
activities to inform your decision making. Together, we can propel your trial forward.

Boost Global Patient Recruitment
Mega-trials may require 8,000 to 20,000 patients enrolled globally. We can help you to:

• Identify proven investigative sites with targeted patient populations

• Identify dedicated investigators and quickly enroll patients

• Start your trial on time and complete it on budget

Advancing your largest trials requires scientific proficiency with proven processes and global capabilities.  
Choose a strong research partner with deep mega-trial experience for reliability and results you can trust.

Receive World-Class Adjudication and Regulatory Guidance 
Your trial requires expert adjudication, especially when event-driven. Partner with us to access one of the 
most experienced adjudication and endpoint partners in the industry. With insights gained from more than 
140 event-driven trials, we can help to speed your database lock.

Acceptance of your dossier is critical to meeting your milestones. With a 92% acceptance rate of event 
packages sent for regulatory review, and a turnover time that exceeds the industry standard by 58%,  
you can feel confident that together, we will achieve your goals.  

The Key to Collaboration
Your clinical plan determines your success. You choose your partners, and we will enable a successful collaboration 

with proven processes and communication strategies that alleviate roadblocks. Ask us to share success stories 
involving many of the most influential global Academic Research Organizations.

Achieve Mega-Trial 
Success With an 
Experienced Partner
Fast Enrollment. Deep Regulatory Experience. 24/7 Data 
Processing. Sophisticated Dashboards. On-Time Delivery. 
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Streamline Your Data Management
Accurate and timely decisions are important to milestone achievement. Effectively integrating large amounts of data requires a 
research partner with efficient, proven processes. Labcorp Drug Development data centers in the U.S., Europe and Asia process your 
data nonstop, 24/7, in near real time. This enables receipt of clean data for monitoring, analysis and final database lock.

A recent client received 1.25 million pages locked on time, resulting in a 95% key performance rating for Labcorp Drug Development.

Leverage the Xcellerate® Advantage
The powerful Labcorp Drug Development Xcellerate® Informatics suite delivers proven performance: 

• Utilizes industry’s largest knowledge base – Accesses data from more than 50% of all global trial performance data

• Enables fast trial startup – Supports trial design to powerful analytics-backed site selection

• Mitigates risk – Risk-based monitoring across your study or entire portfolio

Advancing your largest trials requires scientific expertise, proven processes and global capabilities.  
Ensure success by choosing a strong research partner with deep mega-trial experience.

Labcorp Drug Development. Your proven partner for mega-trial success.

Learn more at drugdevelopment.labcorp.com

http://drugdevelopment.labcorp.com

